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Happy July! Can 
you believe it’s 
already halfway 
through the year? 
Mark our words, 
it’ll be Christmas 
in like 3 seconds, 
lol! Seriously 
though, we are 
definitely nearing 
the hottest part of 
the summer so 
don’t laze off on 
your pet’s 
wellbeing. Don’t 
leave them outside 
for hours upon 
hours, even if they 
have plenty of 
water. Older pets 
especially should 
be kept indoors 
when possible. 
Remember when 
mama said to treat 

others the way you want to  be treated? Well, 
that doesn’t just apply to us humans but our pets as well. Have a purrfect summer and Happy 
Independence Day! 

XOXO, 

Professional Pet Sitting Etc. 
 
 

 
THIS MONTH’S 
TOP STORIES 

https://www.profpetsit.com/blog/july-pet-care-tips-nh-pet-care/


How to Train Your Betta Fish 

 

It can be lonely living by yourself, but not everyone is cut out for a dog or cat. If you’re more of a goldfish 
type than a dog lover, that doesn’t mean relegating yourself to a pet that doesn’t know how to have some 
fun. Betta fish are surprisingly receptive and intelligent, as long as you know how to train them. Follow 
these tips to learn how to train a fish! 

1. Get To Know Each Other 

Betta fish can actually recognize their owners after a time. Spend a few days getting to know your betta. 
Wave to her from the tank often. You’ll notice when your betta starts to recognize you if she swims 
toward you when she sees you. 

2. Wash Your hands 

Remember to wash your hands whenever you handle your fish. No soap, since soap can be toxic to bettas. 

3. Treat Training 

Freeze dried bloodworms make a great training treat for your betta. Be mindful of not overfeeding as you 
train. If your fish’s body is looking swollen, she could be constipated. Do not feed for two days. 

4. First Attempts to Train 

One of the first and easiest tricks you can teach a beta fish to follow your finger. Once your betta starts 
to recognize you, you can teach her to follow your finger by moving it in front of the tank. Don’t tap the 
glass, as the noise can stress the fish out. If the fish moves, reward her quickly with a treat. If not, shake 
your finger until it gets the beta’s attention. Don’t overtrain. Three to five minutes at a time over a period 
of a few days should show you some improvement. 

5. Other Tricks 

https://www.profpetsit.com/blog/choosing-the-right-family-pet/


Once your betta has mastered how to follow your finger, you can move on to other tricks. Teach a betta 
to flare on command with a mirror by the tank. Don’t train more than three times for a flare-up. Teaching 
your betta to jump is as easy as using a feed stick to dangle bloodworms over the tank. With practice, 
there are many other tricks your beta fish can do. 

As fish pets go, betta fish aren’t just more colorful and interesting than typical freshwater fish. They’re 
also fairly trainable. Keep in mind not to overdo the treat training and to avoid overfeeding. Remember to 
give your betta plenty of rest between training sessions to avoid distress. With practice, you can teach 
your beta plenty of great tricks! 

 

 

All About the Declawing 
Ban 

 
New York is set to be the first state to outlaw the 
practice of declawing cats for aesthetic or cosmetic 
reasons. Though several prominent veterinarians 
believe that the law will cause more cat 
abandonment. If declawing is not available as a last 
result to pet owners whose furniture is being 
destroyed, they may surrender pets more often. 
 
The vet groups who have been lobbying for this ban 
disagree. They consider that declawing is an 
inhumane practice that often results in 
complications to the cat, with no real benefits to 
speak of. Complications include back pain, infection, 
paw pain, even nerve damage. And this is 
discounting the rate of botched surgeries. No 
surgery is available as yet for any mistakes made 
during declawing. This is why many vets now 
consider it an inhumane practice. Additionally, 
declawing may make certain surfaces 
uncomfortable for cats, and, for example, stops 
them using the litter box. This behavior often leads 
to more cats being surrendered. 
 
Declawing a cat is already illegal in much of Europe. 
Unlike humans, cat nails are attached directly to the 
bone. That means it’s less like clipping their nails 
and more like removing the last bone in your toes. 
As you can imagine, it is very painful for the cat.  

https://www.profpetsit.com/blog/are-you-thinking-of-declawing-your-cat/


The bill has been delivered to Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo. If the bill becomes law, New York will join the 
many cities working to ban declawing, including Los Angeles, Denver, and New Jersey. If it goes into 
effect, any vet who performs the procedure can be fined at up to $1000. Under the bill, declawing could 
still be performed due to medical necessity, like in the case of a claw that’s been irreversibly damaged, a 
tumor, or an infection in the nail bed. 
 

 

Fourth of July Safety Tips 
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